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E-Book Sales Projections and Reality

Projection: 
Ebooks sales to hit $2.3 billion U.S. in 2005*

Reality: 
Ebooks sales in US in Q1 2004: $3.2 million**



Continued Growth in Book Revenues

US sales of scholarly and professional books were 
up 3.6% in 2003, to $3.98 Billion* 
Proportion of revenues derived from books in the 
medical sector (40%) is much higher than in science 
and technology (14%)*
Medical book distribution remains principally in 
printed format 

American Association of Publishers, 2003



Role of Books in Science and Technology

Usage of books in STM varies by discipline
Some of the most frequent uses:

Education 
Overview for multi-disciplinary study
Retrieval of hard data from handbooks
Refresh the fundamentals
Support research activities



Synoptic Content & Clinicians

Rapid access format
Importance varies by position within the professional 
continuum and current activity
Quality indicators

Authoritative
Evidence-based
Integrated with clinical experience
Patient specific
Frequently updated
Coincides with local standards of care



Answers to Clinical Questions

Drug therapy
Diagnosis
Treatment
Patient information (interest to physicians and 
nurses)



Use of Print Books Continues

Numerous studies have found that practicing 
physicians as well as medical students use books 
as an important resource for answering questions 

1997 meta-analysis of information seeking 
behavior of physicians
Same results seen in other 1990 studies 

Use of print documented among nurse practitioners 
in 2003



Clinicians’ behaviours

2003 meta-analysis of 19 studies:
Most important sources of information for clinicians 
in order of importance*:

Texts
Consulting colleagues

*International Journal of Medical Informatics. 71(1):9-15, 2003 Aug



Evolution of Book Technologies

Hippocratic corpus begun in 5th Century B.C.E
De Viribus Herbarum, 12th century A.D. published in 
print 1495
The AIDS knowledge base released in print and on 
CD-ROM in 1990
OMIM (OMIM-Online-Mendelian-Inheritance-in-Man)
on  the Internet as of 1995
2001 to 2002 Bulletin of the Medical Library 
Association reviews of online and handheld far 
exceed numbers of CD-ROM products



Innovations to Extend the Value of  Books

…beyond accessibility and portability:
Single repository for multiple content types
Faster / more accurate retrieval of information 
with new and enhanced tools (natural language 
searching)
Improved currency with more frequent updates
Broadening the communication potential with 
‘novel’ content types
Extending research with linking
Customization tools



API for Workflow Integration

Single directory to multiple resources (or ‘virtual 
books’)
Local portals
Exposing content via the Electronic Medical 
Record (EMR) and the Computerized Physician 
Order Entry (CPOE)
Deep linking to

Clinical guidelines
Infection control standards
Topical searches
Continuing professional education









Cross Integration

Unified repository for multiple content types 
including books, journals, and databases
Linking between books and other relevant resource 
using DOIs and other technologies
Federated searching of books with other content
Addition of book content to customized portals







Natural Language Searching

Ask a question or describe a topic in ordinary 
English. 
Synonym expansion – search includes variants and 
synonyms of terms

British spellings, drug names, acronyms and 
others 

Passage vs. word retrieval
Relevance ranking





Multimedia and Other Novel Content

Video and sound files
Linking to cited URLs
Calculators and drug interaction checkers
Patient and physician advisories
Integrated updates







The Future of the E-Book

Unified repository for content – books, journals and 
beyond
Personalization of the user experience to support 
variations in experience, roles, and standards of 
care 
Dynamic tools for selection, extraction and 
dissemination 
Beyond portability to expose answers, relationships, 
and extend research for true work flow integration



Questions?

Thank You!
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